
Qualitative methods, such as visual inspection of a cine
graphic display of the raw data, are simple to implement
and can alert the readerto the potential of image artifacts,
but do not localize the camera angle at which motion cc
curred or measure the distance of motion. Quantitative
methods estimate the distance of motion, the direction of
motion andthe cameraangleatwhich the motion occurred.
Quantitative methods can predict the incidence and loca
tion of image artifacts (7,8) and can be used for motion
correction (5,10). To be suitable for these purposes, a mo
tion correction method must accurately detect patient mo
tion, correctly localize the camera angle at which motion
occurred and correctly measure the distance of motion. To
date, no one has comprehensively evaluated or compared
the available methods for their accuracy in detecting, lo
calizing or quantitatingpatient motion.

The purpose of this investigation was to compare the
efficacy of the following methods of detecting patient mo
tion: visual inspection of a rotating cinegraphic display,
cross-correlation (9), diverging squares (10) and two-di
mensional fit, a new method described in this paper. We
measured the accuracy of all four methods for detecting
motion. We also measured the accuracy of the automated
methods for localizing the camera angle at which motion
occurred and measuringthe distance of motion.

METhODS

Visual Detection of Patient Motion
Forthevisualdetectionof patientmotion,theobserverviewed

the raw data in a cinegraphicdisplay on a 256 gray scale mono
chrome monitor.The observer could adjustthe window and level
of the gray scale, modify the cine framingrate, select between
normal and inverted gray scales and adjust the position of a
horizontalmarker.At theobserver'soption,theimagescouldbe
displayedinalternatingforwardandreversesequenceso thatthe
patientappearedtorotatealternatelyfromleftto rightandrightto
left.Thispreventedajumpbetweenthefirstandlastimageinthe
cine sequence. The observer could also stop the cine and single
step in either the forwardor reverse directions. Abrupt motion
was detectedby observinga discontinuityin the motionof the
heartbetween two successive images.

Cross-Correlation Method for Detection of Patient
Motion

Weusedthecross-correlationmethodas previouslydescribed
withoutmodification(9).Thecross-correlationfunctionestimates
the distance shifted between successive planar images. By

We compared the effectiveness of four methods for detecting
patientmotiondunngtomographicmyocardia]perfusionimag
ing: visua] inspectionof a one ofthe raw data. cross-correlation,
diverging squares and a new method called two-dimensional fit
The methodswere evaluatedfortheirabilftyto detectthe pres
enceof motion,localizethe cameraangleat whichmotionoc
curredandmeasurethedistanceof motion.Patientmotionwas
simulatedby shiftingmotion-freeimagesand then maskingtheir
penphery so that the field of view did not move on the image
mathx.Noneof the methodsdetected3.25mmof motionwith
clinically useful accuracies.Visual inspection,cross-correlation
and two-dimensiona]fit most accurately detected axis] patient
motion(p < 0.05),whereascross-correlationmostaccurately
detectedlateral motion(p < 0.05). For ada] motion,cross
correlation and two-dimensional fit most accurately localized the
cameraangleat whichpatientmotionoccurred(p < 0.05).For
lateralmotion,cross-correlationmostaccuratelylocalizedpa
tient motion (p < 0.05). Two-dimensionalfit measuredthe dis
tance of axial patient motion to Â±1.1 mm and measured the
distance of lateral motion to Â±8.7mm. ,@Jlother methods fre
quently overestimated or underestimated the distance of motion
by > 13 mm. We condude that cross-correlation adequately
screenstomographicmyocardualperkinionstudiesforbothada]
and lateralpatientmotion,althoughvisual inspectionis adequate
for detectionof a,aa]motion.Cross-correlationbest localizesthe
cameraangleatwhichthemotionoccurred.Two-dimensionalfit
istheonlymethodstudiedthataccuratelymeasuresthedistance
of motion.
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he evaluation of coronary artery disease using tomo
graphic myocardial perfusion imaging (1,2) requires strict
attention to quality control and recognition of imaging ar
tifacts (3). One important quality control problem is patient
movement during image acquisition (3â€”5).Patient move
ment may cause visual and quantitative artifacts in the
reconstructed images (5â€”8)and motion artifact must be
recognized to maintain diagnostic accuracy.

Several methods exist for detecting patient motion dur
ing tomographic myocardial perfusion imaging (4,9,10).
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correcting these distances for gradual changes throughout the
study, includingthe expectedlateral interframeshiftdue to cam
era rotation, the program measures the distance of abrupt patient

movement between frames. The programoutputs the distance of
interframe patient movement at each camera angle for both the
axial and lateral axes.

Diverging Squares MethOd for Detection of Patient
Motion

Weusedthedivergingsquaresmethodaspreviouslydescribed
without modification (10). This method estimates the coordinates
of theheartcenterin eachimage.Theprogramoutputstheaxial
andlateraldeviationof theheartcenterfromitsexpectedposition
as a function of camera angle.

Two-Dimensional Fit Method for Detection of Patient
Movement

We developed the two-dimensional fit method to detect and
quantitatepatient motion duringtomographicmyocardial perfu
sion imaging.In the 45Â°image (left anterioroblique), the operator
selects the center and radius of a circular region of interest (ROl)
so thatthecircleclearlyincludesallofthe myocardialcounts.The
pixels in this circle are compared to the adjacent image with the
following equation:

SSEi@= @: @(I@_ k,y- I@ Icj - @)2,@ 1

where (x, y) is the coordinate of the center of the circularROl,
(k, 1) ranges over the pixels of the circular ROl, I is the initial
image and I' is the adjacent image. The minimum value of SSE1,J
is found by parabolic interpolation. The coordinate of this mini
mum (@x,i@y)is the shift between the two images. The center of
the circular ROl is placed over the adjacent image (I') at the
coordinate (x + @x,y + Ay). This region is used to compare the
next pairof adjacentimages. The process repeatsuntilall pairsof
adjacent images are compared.

Thehorizontalcoordinateof thecenterof thecircularROlin
the left lateralplanarimage (90Â°)is used as the y position of the
heart in transaxialplane. If the patient does not rotate about the
axis of rotation, the y positionof the heart in the transaxialplane
will be constant at all camera angles since the patient is confined
to thehorizontalplaneof the imagingtable.Thehorizontalcoor
dinate of the center of the circular ROl in the anterior planar
image (0Â°)is used as the x position of the heart in the transaxial
plane. By using the camera's center of rotation and the x and y

positions of the heart in the transaxial plane during the OOimage,
the expected lateral shift of the heart between successive pro
jected imagesis calculatedfor each camera angle.The expected
vertical interframe shift is 0 mm. The output of the program gives
the axial and lateral deviations of the heart center from its cx
pected position as a function of camera angle.

Study Database
The databaseconsisted of motion-freepostexercise @Â°â€˜Tl

SPECT studies performedon patients referred for evaluationof
myocardialperfusionas described previously (7). Patientsunder
went treadmillexercise stress tests and were injectedwith 3 mCi
of 20111-chloride.Theimageswereacquiredona GeneralElectric
400AC gamma camera (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI)
with a high-resolution,low-energy collimatorand consisted of 32
40-sec 64 x 64 images over a 180Â°arc from 45Â°right anterior
oblique to 45Â°left posterior oblique. Redistributionimages were
obtained3â€”4hr poststress.Patientswere not reinjectedwith

J

FiGURE1. Effectof imagemaskingon simulationof patient
movementby imageshifting.Thetop pairof imagesare unmasked
andthe entirefieldof viewmoveson the imagematrix.The bottom
pairof imagesaremaskedandthe imagemovesthrougha smaller,
butfixedfieldofview.Forillustrativepurposes,thefigureshowsa
muchlargerdistanceof simulatedmotionanda muchsmallerradius
of maskingthan used inthe presentstudy.

@Â°111-chloridebefore the redistributionimages.Studieshad to be
motion-free to be included. Studies were considered motion-free
if there was less than 3.25 mm (0.5 pixels) of movement by the
cross-correlation method (9), no detectable movement on both
visual inspection of a rotating cinegraphic display and on summed
images and no streaking or smudging on reconstructed images. In
contrastto previous studies (7), an equalnumberof poststress and
redistributionimageswere used and both normalstudies and
studies with perfusion defects were used. One-third of the studies
hadperfusiondefects.

SImulationof PatientMotion
Movementwas simulatedby shiftingtheplanarimages.Axial

movement (along the length of the exam table) was simulatedby
shifting the images vertically. Lateral movement (along the width
of the exam table) was simulatedby shiftingthe images horizon
tallyaccordingto the formula:d. = dT- cos (4j),whered1is the
horizontaldistanceto shiftimagei, dTis the distanceof patient
movementbeing simulatedand 4@is the angleof the camerato the
patient for image i with 0Â°correspondingto the anterior image.
Theshiftingwas dividedproportionatelybetweentheimagesbe
fore andafterthe pointof movement to minimizetranslationof the
reconstructed image. For example, 6.5 mm of upward movement
at 22.5Â°(the eighth image)was obtainedby shiftingthe first eight
images down 4.9 mm and the last 24 images up 1.6 mm. Linear
interpolation was used to simulate fractional pixel shifts. All of the
images of control datasets were shifted by a nonintegral amount to
control for the filteringeffects of fractionalshifts.

In bothshiftedandcontrolimages,pixelsthatwere nearthe
edge of the field of view were masked by setting them to zero,
simulating a slightly smaller camera field ofview. A circular mask

was used with a radius equal to the field of view minus the
distance of motion being simulated. Without masking (Fig. 1, top)
the entire field of view appearsto move on a fixed image matrix,
whichresultsinaninaccuratesimulationof patientmotion.With
outmasking,thereis a strongbiastowardincreaseddetectability
of motion. For example, an observer may detect small move
mentsof theedgeof thefieldof viewbeforedetectingmovement
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of thepatientina fixedfieldofview. Inaddition,someautomated
methods such as the cross-correlation method, can measure the
distancemovementof shifted,nonmaskedimageswith a high
degree of accuracy (9). With masking, the image appears to move
within a fixed camera field ofview (Fig. 1, bottom). When patients
move, they also move withina fixedfieldof view. Therefore,
imagemaskingis requiredto accuratelysimulatethe appearance
of patientmovement.

Accuracy of Visual Inspection for Detecting Patient
Motion

We used receiver-operator characteristic curve analysis to
measurethe accuracyofvisual inspectionof a cinegraphicdisplay
of rawtomographicdatato detectpatientmotion.Datasetswere
randomized equally among those containing: (1) simulated motion
in one direction, (2) simulated motion in the opposite direction and
(3)no motion.Datasetswere then randomizedequallyamongthe
followingangles:â€”22.5Â°,0Â°,22.5Â°,45Â°,67.5Â°,90Â°or 112.5Â°.If the
dataset was randomized to contain simulated motion, the motion
occurred at these angles. If the dataset was randomizedto the
controlgroup,thedatasetwasassignedas acontrolforthisangle.
The observerviewedthe dataseton the cinegraphicdisplayde
scribed above. The observer knew the distance being simulated
andwhether the motionwas axialor lateral,butwas blindedto the
angle of motion, the directionof motion (caudalversus rostralin
axial motion or left versus right in lateral motion) and whether the
imagewas a control imageor containedmotion. The imageswere
scored on a point scale accordingto the certaintythat it contained
motion: (1) definitely no motion, (2) probably no motion, (3)
uncertain, (4) probable motion and (5) definite motion. For each
trial, the direction of movement was either axial or lateral and the
distance of movement was constant. Testing trials were con
ducted for all combinations of 3.25 mm, 6.5 mm, 13 mm and 19.5
mmof movement(0.5,1.0,2.0and3.0pixels,respectively)inthe
axial and lateral directions. Each trial tested 630 datasets with 90
datasets for each angle. At each angle there were 30 studies with
motionin one direction,30 studieswithmotionin the opposite
directionand 30 control motion-freestudies.

The diagnosticaccuracyof the visual detectionof patient
movementwas calculatedby receiver-operatingcharacteristic
curve analysis using the computer program ROCFIT (11). The
area under the ROC curve (z score or A@)was interpretedas the
accuracy for detecting patient motion when the prevalence of
patient movement was 50% (12). An accuracy significantly greater
than 50% at the 0.05 probability level by Student's t-test was
consideredto indicatedetectablemovement.

Evaluationof AutomatedDetectionof Patient
Movement

Controldatasets anddatasetswith simulatedmotionwere input
to the cross-correlation,divergingsquaresandtwo-dimensionalfit
programs.The outputofeach programincluded:(1) the maximum
interframemovementinthe axialdirection,(2)thecameraangleat
which the maximuminterframeaxial movement occurred, (3) the
maximum interframemovement beyond expected in the lateral
direction and (4) the camera angle at which the maximum inter
frame lateral movement occurred. The maximum interframe
movement in the axial directionwas considered to represent the
distance of axial patientmotion. The maximuminterframemove
mentdividedby the cosineof the cameraanglewas considered
the estimated distance of lateralpatientmovement in a study. The
camera angles with the maximum axial and lateral interframe

shifts were registered as the camera angles containing axial and
lateralmotion, respectively. Trialswere conducted for all combi
nationsof 3.25 mm, 6.5 mm, 13mm and 19.5 mm of movement in
the axial and lateral directions occurring at camera angles of
â€”22.5Â°,0Â°,22.5Â°,45Â°,67.5Â°,90Â°and 112.5Â°.Each trial tested 90
datasets. At each angle, there were 30 studies with motion in one
direction,30studieswith motionin the oppositedirectionand 30
control motion-free studies.

The diagnosticaccuracyof detectingpatientmovementwas
calculatedby receiver-operatingcharacteristiccurve analysis us
ing the computerprogramLABROC (11). The value for the max
imum interframe shift for the axial and lateral directions was used
asthediagnosticindexof thepresenceof motion.Theareaunder
the ROCcurve (z score or A@)was interpretedas the accuracyfor
detecting patient motion when the prevalence of patient move
ment was 50% (12). An accuracy significantly greater than 50% at
the 0.05 probability level by Student's t-test was considered to
indicate detectable movement.

Simulatedmotionwas correctlylocalizedwhen the camera
angle predictedby the programto have movement was the same
as the cameraanglewithsimulatedmotion.The percentagesof
studiesinwhichsimulatedmotionwascorrectlylocalizedandthe
standard deviations of these percentages were calculated (13).
The significanceof differences among percentageswas evaluated
by analysisof variance,andwhereappropriate,Student'st-test.
The significance of differences between distributionswas evalu
ated by chi-square.

Diagnostic precision was calculated from the mean value
(Â±s.d.)of the measuredmaximalinterframeshift as a functionof
the simulateddistance of motion. The significanceof differences
amongmeanswas evaluatedby analysisof variance,andwhere
appropriate,Student'st-test.

RESULTS

When applied to the control (motion-free) datasets, the
two-dimensionalfit method measured a distance of motion
of 2.9 Â±0.3 mm (mean Â±s.d.) in the axial directionand 3.6
Â±0.2 mm in the lateral direction. If the operator placed a

larger circle over the heart or used a circle that was not
centered on the heart, there was a Â±1.7%variation in the
measured distance, as long as the myocardial counts were
within the initialcircle. Using a largercircle increased the
execution time of the program. Thus, the two-dimensional
fit program is operator independent.

The diagnostic accuracy (Â±s.d.)of detecting patientmo
tion as a function of the distance and directionof motion is
shown in Figure 2A for axial motion and Figure 2B for
lateral motion. All values shown were differentfrom 50%
accuracy (p < 0.05), except divergingsquares at 3.25 mm
of axial motion, diverging squares at 3.25 and 6.5 mm of
lateral motion and visual inspection at 3.25 mm of lateral
motion. For axial motion, there was no difference among
visual inspection, two-dimensional fit and cross-correla
tion. For lateral motion, cross-correlation was the most
accurate in detecting patient motion at distances of 3.25,
6.5 and 13 mm (p < 0.05). There was no difference between
the accuracies of detecting motion in poststress versus
delayed images. There was no difference between the ac
curacies of detecting motion in normal versus abnormal
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FiGURE2. (A)Theaccuracy(Â±s.d.)of detectinga,dalpatient
motionby visual inspectionof a rotatingcunegraphicdisplay(VIS),
two-dimensbnalfit (2DF), cross-correlation(CCN)and diverging
squares(SQU).The effectof detanceanddirectionof motionis
shown.(B)The accurecy(Â±s.d.)of detectinglateralpatientmotion
by visualinspectionof a rotatingcinegraphicdisplay(â€˜115),two
dimenalonal fit (2DF), cross-correlation(CCN) and dWer@ng
squares (SQU).The effectof distanceand directionof motion is
shown.

studies. For axial motion, there were no differences in the
accuracy of detecting motion among camera angles (Fig.
3A). For lateralmotion, there with worsening accuracy (p
< 0.01) as the camera angle at the time of the motion

approached the lateral (90Â°)projection (Fig. 3B).
The accuracy (mean Â±s.d.) of localizing the camera

angle at which patient motion occurs is shown in Figure 4A
for axial motion and Figure 4B for lateral motion. Among
the three automated methods, the cross-correlation and
two-dimensional fit methods most accurately localized the
camera angle containing motion (p < 0.05). For lateral
motion, cross-correlation was the most accurate at dis
tances of 3.25 mm, 6.5 mm and 13 mm (p < 0.05). There
was no difference in the accuracies of localizing motion in
poststress versus delayed images or in normal versus ab
normal studies. For axial motion, there were no differences
among camera angles (Fig. 5A). For lateral motion, there
were worsening accuracies (p < 0.01) as the camera angle
approached the lateral (90Â°)projection at the time of the
motion (Fig. 5B).

The accuracy andprecision of measuringthe distance of

FiGURE 3. (A)Theaceuracy(Â±s.d.)of detecting6.5mmof adal
patientmotionby visualinspectionof a rotatingcinegraphicdisplay
(â€˜115),two-dimenalonal fit (2DF), cross-correlation (CCN) and diverg
ingsquares(SQU).Theeffectofthecameraangleatwh@hmotion
occursis shown.(B)The accuracy(Â±s.d.)of detecting6.5 mm of
lateralpatientmotionbyvisualinspectionofa rotatingcinegraphic
display (@I1S),two-dimen&onal fit (2DF), cross-correlation (CCN)
and divergingsquares(SQU).The effectof the cameraangle at
whichmotionoceursis shown.

patient motion is shown in Figure 6A for axial motion and
Figure6B for lateralmotion. Data shown are the measured
distance of motion (mean Â±s.d.) as a function of the actual
distance of motion. The dotted line is the line of identity.
Among the three automated methods, the two-dimensional
fit method most accurately measured the distance of pa
tient motion (p < 0.01) with a precision of Â±2.6mm for
axial motion and Â±17.1 mm for lateral motion (95% confi
dence intervals). There was no difference between the ac
curacy of measuring the distance of motion between post
stress and delayed images or between normal and
abnormal studies. For axial motion, there were no differ
ences among camera angles (Fig. 7A). For lateral motion,
there was worsening accuracy and precision (p < 0.01) as
the camera angle at the time of the motion approachedthe
lateral (900)projection (Fig. 7B).

DISCUSSION

Methods for detecting patient motion can alert the
readerto the potentialpresence of motion artifactin recon
structed images. For this purpose, a program that accu
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FIGURE 4. (A) The accuracy (Â±s.d.)of localizingthe camera
angleatwhicha,dalpatientmotionoccurredbytwo-dimensionalfit
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effectof the distanceanddirectionof motionis shown.(B)The
accuracy (Â±s.d.)of bcal@ing the camera angle at which lateral
patientmotionoccurredbytwo-dimensionalfit (2DF),cross-correla
tion (CCN) and divergingsquares(SQU). The effectof the distance
anddirectionofmotionisshown.

rately detects the presence of motion is sufficient. How
ever, the incidence and anatomic location of artifacts
depend on the distance, direction and timingof the move
ment (7,8). Therefore, quantitativemotion detection meth
ods that localize the camera angle at which motion cc
curred and measure the distance of motion can inform the
reader of the likelihood of motion artifact in a particular
vascular distribution. Quantitative motion detection can
also provide the informationneeded by a motion correction
algorithmto shift the moved images back to an unmoved
position. For motion correction, the motion detection
method must accurately detect, localize and measure pa
tient motion.

In the current study, we evaluated the efficacy of four
methods for detecting patient motion: visual inspection of
a rotatingcinegraphicdisplay, cross-correlation(9), diverg
ing squares (10) and two-dimensional fit, described in this
paper. We evaluated the accuracy of detecting the pres
ence of motion, the accuracy oflocalizing the cameraangle
at which motion occurred and the accuracy and precision
of measuring the distance of motion.

Visual inspection, two-dimensional fit and cross-corre

FiGURE 5. (A) The accuracy (Â±s.d.)of localizingthe camera
angleat which6.5 mmadal patientmotionoccurredbytwo-dimen
s@nalfit (2DF), cross-correlation(CCN) and divergingsquares
(SQU).Theeffectofthecameraangleat whichmotionoccurredis
shown.(B)Theaccuracy(Â±s.d.)of localizingthecameraangleat
which6.5mmlateralpatientmotionoccurredbytwo-dimensionalfit
(2DF),cross-correlation(CCN)anddivergingsquares(SQU).The
effectof the cameraangleat whichmotionoccurredis shown.

lationdemonstratedaccuracies of >91% for detecting 6.5
mm of axial motion (Fig. 2A). Cross-correlation demon
strated accuracies of >87% for detecting 6.5 mm of lat
eral motion (Fig. 2B). With these accuracies, either visual
inspection, two-dimensional fit or cross-correlation are
clinically useful for localizing 6.5 mm of axial patient
motion and cross-correlation is clinically useful for the
localizationof 6.5 mmoflateral patientmotion. Although
some methods could detect 3.25 mm of patient motion,
none had an accuracy exceeding 69% (Figs. 2A and 2B).
Thus all the methods examined are of limitedclinical value
for 3.25 mm of motion.

The dataforvisual detection of patientmotion in the raw
data (Figs. 2 and 3) can be contrasted with the visual
detectabilityof patientmotion artifactin reconstructed im
ages (7,8). At a given distance, patient motion was more
easily detected as an abrupt shift of the heart in the raw
data (Fig. 2) than as an artifactin the reconstructed images
(7,8). Also, the detectability of axial patient motion in the

raw data was independent of camera angle (Fig. 3),
whereas the detectability of motion artifact in recon
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motion by these methods helps predict the effect of motion
(7,8) and may be required for motion correction. None of
the methods localized 3.25 mm of motion with a clinically
usable accuracy (Figs. 4A and 4B).

The two-dimensional fit method was the most accurate
and precise method for measuring the distance of patient
motion (Fig. 6). Accurate knowledge of the distance of
motion is requiredfor predictingthe effect of motion (7,8).
It is likely that accurate knowledge of the distance of mo
tion is also required for proper motion correction. Al
though the effect of >6.5 mm of motion is controversial
(5,7,8,14), studies agree that clinically important artifacts
wifi occur with 6.5 mm of axial movement and 13 mm of
lateralmovement (5,7,8). Therefore, if a motion correction
method cannot shift the heart within 6.5 mm of its un
moved axial position and within 13 mm of its unmoved
lateral position, residual motion artifacts will be expected
even after motion correction. Both cross-correlation and
diverging squares frequently underestimated or overesti

Actual Lateral Distance (mm)

FiGURE6. (A)Theaceurecyandprecinionofmeasuringpatient
motionby two-dimensionalfit (2DF),cross-correlation(CCN)and
divergingsquares(SQU).The effectof thedistanceanddirectionof
motionisshown.Thedottedlineshowsthelineof kientity.Values
arethemeanÂ±s.d.of themeasureddistanceof motion.(B)The
accuracy and prea@onof measuring patient motion by two-dimen
sional fit (2DF), cross-correlation(CCN) and divergingsquares
(SQU).Theeffectofthedistanceanddirectionofmotionisshown.
Thedottedlineshowsthelineofidentfty.ValuesarethemeanÂ±s.d.
ofthemeasureddistanceofmotion.

structed images decreased at the beginning and end of the
camera arc (7).

Both two-dimensional fit and cross-correlationlocalized
motion with an accuracy >88% for 6.5 mm axial motion
(Fig. 4A), and cross-correlation localized motion with an
accuracy of >83% for 13 mm lateral motion (Fig. 4B).
Thus, either two-dimensional fit or cross-correlation may
be clinically useful to localize 6.5 mm axial patient mo
tion and cross-correlationmay be clinically useful to local
ize 13 mm lateral patient motion. Correct localization of
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mated the distance of motion by > 13 mm (Fig. 6), and
therefore are unsuitable for motion correction. Two-di
mensional fit most accurately estimated the distance of
motion, with a standard deviation of Â±1.1mm for axial
motion and a standard deviation of Â±8.7mm for lateral
motion. Motion correction based on the two-dimensional
fit methodwould leave >3.25 mm ofaxial motion in <0.5%
of studies but > 13 mm of lateral motion in about 15%of
studies. Thus, the measurement accuracy and precision of
two-dimensional fit may be excellent for axial motion cor
rection, even in situations in which 3.25 mm of motion
causes artifacts (5,14) and passable for lateral motion cor
rection.

Previous studies indicated that clinically importantarti
facts begin to occur with 6.5 mm of axial movement and 13
mm of lateral movement (7,8) although some investigators
have found that 3.25 mm of motion will cause clinically
important artifacts (5). The reason for this discrepancy is
uncertain, but may be due to differences in equipment,
processing or data analysis (14). If the clinical conditions
allow 3.25 mm of motion to cause clinically important
artifacts, this will be problematic as the methods evaluated
in the currentstudy could not accurately detect, localize or
quantitate 3.25 mm of motion.

All methods detected, localized and measured axial mo
tion more accurately than lateralmotion (Figs. 2, 4 and 6).
One explanation of this difference is the difficulty of de
tecting motion near the lateral camera angle (Figs. 3B, SB
and 7B) where the distance of motion projected onto the
planar image is a small fraction of the actual distance.
Another cause of this difference is the presence of baseline
lateral motion. The heart's baseline lateral motion is pro
portional to its distance from the center of rotation and is
dependent on the camera angle. The detection of lateral
motion requires subtracting the heart's measured lateral
position from its expected lateral position, a process that
introduces more measurement error. Since there is no
baseline axial motion, the detection of axial motion does
not require subtraction of a baseline.

The cross-correlationmethod performedbetter than any
other method in detecting and localizing lateralmotion. A
likely explanation of this finding is that the process of
cross-correlation examines the entire image and becomes
less accurate when the two images being correlated have
increasingamountsofdata uniqueto each image. Except in
cases where the thorax is truncated, more counts move in
and out of an image during axial movement than during
lateral movement. Therefore, axially shifted image pairs
have less data in common thanlaterallyshifted imagepairs.
Sequential image pairscontain almost the same set of data.
Thus, laterally moved image pairs can be more accurately
correlated than axially moved pairs.

The diverging squares method, which measures motion
in one-half pixel quanta(3.25 mm), detected motion poorly

13 mm. It detected 3.25 mm of motion in 55% of the
control motion-free images and6.5 mm ofmotion in 19%of
the images. This is consistent with Poisson noise in making

quantized measurements. The diverging squares method
also poorly localized and measured patient motion. Visual
inspection of the program's output revealed that it worked
well with many patient studies, but demonstrated two be
haviors that contributed to its poor performance with other
studies. First, the program occasionally tracked noncar
diac structures. Second, large distances of abruptmotion
were detected over two angles. For example, a 26-mm
movement between 112.50 and 118.1Â°was detected as a
13-mm movement between 112.5Â°and 118.1Â°and a 13-mm
movement between frames 118.1Â°and 123.8Â°.By our anal
ysis, this was considered a 13-mm abrupt movement. The
clinical utility of the diverging squares method may be
improved by recognizing these problems.

Two important differences between the current studies
and previous studies are the use of receiver-operatorchar
acteristic curve analysis and the use of image masking.
Receiver-operator characteristic curve analysis allows an
evaluation of diagnostic accuracy without assuming that a
particular distance of movement is diagnostic of patient
motion. This is important because each method detects a
small amount of background movement, although the mea
sured distance of motion may not be accurate.

Image masking after image shifting is critical for an ac
curate simulation of patient motion. Shifting the images
without masking results in an inaccurate simulation of pa
tient motion. To visualize this, imagine a rotating cine
graphic display of the raw data of a 32-angle thallium study.
Now imagine that the last 16 images are shifted up by 2
pixels. The heart will move up two pixels between images
16 and 17, but so will the edge of the field of view (Fig. 1,
top). In reality, patient motion does not cause the field of
view to move on the image matrix. If the images are
masked to a smallerradiusthat is fixed on the fieldof view,
the heart will move up two pixels between images 16 and
17, but the edge of the field of view will remain fixed
throughout the study (Fig. 1, bottom). Therefore, simulat
ing patient motion by shifting images without masking the
field of view represents an inaccurate simulation. For vi
sual inspection, image masking prevents a reader from
detecting patient motion solely by observing movement of
the edge of the field of view on the image matrix. For
automatedmethods, image maskingrequiresthe computer
program to detect motion in a realistic simulation. For
example, the cross-correlation method measures the dis
tance of movement between shifted, nonmasked images
with a high degree of accuracy (9), but in the present study
had a reduced accuracy in a realistic simulation using
shifted and masked images.

Correct receiver-operating characteristic curve analysis
requires that the presence and absence of motion be cer
tam.In thesestudies,theadditionof simulatedmotion
confirmed the presence of motion. The absence of motion
was confirmed in part by the absence of motion artifact
(streaking, blurring or beading) on reconstructed images.
Using visual inspection and cross-correlation to verify the
absence of motion reduced the likelihood of motion in the
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control images, but may bias the results to higher accura
cies for these methods.

Some types of patient motion were not evaluated in this
study. Patients may rotate on the plane of the examining
table or may rotate about the axis of camera rotation. All
patients have some physiologic respiratory and cardiac
motion and the respiratory movement may vary during a
study and cause upward creep, a common source of mo
tion artifact (15). In addition, combinations of translation
and rotation or complex motion may occur that cannot be
expressed with translation and rotation. We did not eval
uate the effect of these types of motions on 201'flmyocar
dial tomographic imaging.

Other visual methods exist for detecting patient motion
that were not evaluated in this study. Detection of motion
has been reported using inspection of summed images
(4,15) and inspection of the sinogram (3). Enhancement of
the detection of motion using inspection of a rotatingcine
graphic display has been reported by using radioactive
point sources taped to the patient's chest (3,4,15). Both of
these methods have been reported to be especially useful
to distinguishpatient motion from organ movement within
the patient, as occurs with â€œupwardcreepâ€•(15). Determi
nation of the accuracy of these visual methods for detect
ing patient motion will require further studies.

In conclusion, high-quality SPECT myocardial perfu
sion imaging requires detection of patient motion. The
presence of patient motion may be detected effectively by
either visual inspection of a cinegraphic display of raw
data, the cross-correlationmethod or the two-dimensional
fit method. The development of better methods for motion
correction will likely require algorithms that correctly 1â€”
calize the camera angle at which the motion occurred and
accurately measure distance of motion. Cross-correlation

most accurately localizes the camera angle of motion but
two-dimensionalfit provides the most accurateand precise
measurement of the distance of motion.
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